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Critic Now Nude Critic
fakes Leave of Abstinence

;!ew

by Andrew

Brgman

campus rumor has been substantiated.
The
Hall is true. Noted critic and novelist
Ascension
in
..pering
McCauley, the Editor of the Kenyon Review, has traded
of academe for the grotto of the Playboy Mansion.
.; lTOves
recently
yHEN CONTACTED
For

once,

;e

Chicago home, Mr.
commented on how he
working for a maga- -

.--

-ley

new

.

;V;ut

which is

known better for

than its fiction. "My
friends might think it
shoddy" he admitted, "but
is girls are quite outside my
- I don't have to worry
;.;:! that in an editorial job.
he job itself is very much
:sar.e" he continued, "I read
;:tdit fiction. It will be a ques- redouts

--

(is
Robie McCauley

ications. "Playboy never had a
fiction editor before and they
wanted to improve their standard of fiction" he explained.
"They knew the reputation of The
Kenyon Review and wanted a
good editor. So, I had an offer
of a very good job."
"I haven't
left for good
though," Mr. McCauley continuof them." These manu-."- j, ed. "It's only a year's leave of
he seems to feel, will absence, after which I'll decide.
a much
greater circulation
"I still have a home at Kenyon,
ci Playboy.
"There are
love it in Gambier, and felt many
six thousand dispangs in leaving. I have absoluterating and
ly no gripes with the College, and
sirs of the Kenyon Review" it's quite possible I may come
good

of

standards as opposed

standards."
ffl" McCAULEY
did not seem
ed about the quality of the
rial he would have at his
jxsal as Fiction
Editor of
ijboy. "I receive many manu-i:- 3
from the same people who
:: them to me at the Review"
;3?!ained, "and we'll be print-izz- e
i;h literary

Dean Speaks
At Opening
Ceremonies
At last week's assembly, Dean
Bruce Haywood addressed those
who were able to gain admission on the role of the frontier
colleges which sought to "bring
the light of knowledge into the
dark of the wilderness" and its
subsequent influence on American education. He spoke nostalgically of their liberal tradition
in view of the harsh conditions of
life and their emphasis on a
classical in its concern
for literature, history, natural
science and philosophy rather
than training men in marketable
skills.
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Hershev Has"
Last Laugh

Ohio

by David Hosier

Draft tests Kenyon students took in a jovial frame of
mind in May are developing into something less than humorous.
Source of the trouble apparently lies in a lack of communication
between Science Research Associates (SRA) administering the test,
beand a great number of students here. Most Kenyon
lieved scoring would be conducted on a strictly raw score basis,
that is, number of questions right equals grade. Test scoring was
actually conducted on a curve system, and many students were surprised to find their score in the 70 to 80 range when they felt sure
they answered well ever 100 questions correctly.
test-take-

rs

Scoring system was explained
in detail in an exclusive CoZZegia?i
interview with Mr. Vern Larson
of SRA in Chicago. Scoring was
carried out on a scale of 1 to 99,
with number of questions answered correctly adjusted to that
scale. During the fifties a score
of 70 equaled roughly 120 right,
and that equation was chosen as
the average performance of all
college
across the
freshmen
country. Later editions of the test
were adjusted to that relative
scale.
Lawson denied that any number of failing scores were requested by the Selective Service
System, and emphasized
that
SRA

is

simply

a

testing

firm

hired by the SSS to administer
and grade tests. Results are
turned over to the SSS for its
own use. He stated that national
scale test results would be made
public only through the SSS.
Continued

on page

6

'70 Not So Fine as '69
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Frats Probe
Incorporation

--

if

n

Science Complex
The curious looking people above are part of architectural firm
Perkins & Will's conception of a plaza enclosed by the three science
building. The view is looking south toward Hanna Hall, with Old
Mather on the left and the new building on the right. Traflitwrll be
restricted from entering the plaza which is now a road lbehthe
C3
Mather complex. (See story, pages 4 and 5.) v

"They wished the college to be
cloistered place where men
might for a time withdraw to
consider the ultimate questions,"
he said. "Questions of taste and
value were thought as important
as scholarship and breath of experience was prized as much as
special competance. The Ameri: McCauley said.
can college has sought to avoid
"There are back."
sillion readers of Playboy."
Mr. McCauley spoke of George having its students concentrate
3 WENT ON to describe how Lanning, Acting Editor of the exclusively on the study of a
limited area, lest this blind them
forces with HMH Publ- d
Continued on page 6
to the implications of their activKenyon fraternities are curity for others and to the fullness rently evaluating the advantages
foss
of human concerns."
and disadvantages of fraternity
He said the ethos of the frontier incorporation. The investigation
college still ruled our best col- springs from growing concern
leges. "We still claim it is nobler over the extent of individual
to
understand one's humanity liability for fraternity actions.
Kenyon's new
traffic court, and its judge and jury Mr. James than to be a competant practitionIncorporation principally enw. stands ready to
serve all charged with violating any of the
submission of records of extails
er." He hopes that Kenyon will
i:d regulations
covering campus operation of automobiles.
and payment of a
penditures
The offender is given the choice continue to cherish the liberal small yearly fee to the state of
of paying a fixed fine or pleading tradition of the frontier college Ohio.
innocent, in tne latter case a inai it once was despite the pressure
i m
Speaking recently to the Ken1S
m
session
is
set
court
date
proInter - Fraternity
Alumni
yon
its
in
room
more
to make
''IcllTlcL
lawyer Fred
ivionaays ana weunesuays
Vernon
Mt.
Council,
vocational
gram for extensive
6:00 and 7:00 p.m.), and
that incorporation
revealed
Barry
specialarguments
heard at that time. training and intensive
does not necessarily exempt ina. But, says are
Prosecuting Attorney ized study, for he does not want dividual
members
fraternity
who have difficulty in
Cass of defendant's chances, "If students to exchange "their native from responsibility in cases of
Pg their rooms up to stand-'- :
I ticket the guy (for parking), provincialism for the provincial- lawsuits and liquor violations.
can 'ake
heart in the thought he's going to have one hell of a
Fraternity liability may extend
ism of the mere technician."
Security Officer James Cass
he
me
convince
to
trying
time
Continued on page 6
-' be
Continued on page 6
periodically dropping in
with
not
satisfied
Those
didn't."
sake sure that they
do.
the decisions rendered by Judge
'e "observation tours," part of Cass may appeal to a higher
Ed;"-cleanliness
and safety source, namely Justice Tom
Students.
of
Dean
wards,
emanating from the
'f
the Director of
There may be some who proPlant and
test,
as did one Mississippi stu'stuns Harry Roberts, were
colSeasonal rumors hinted that number of high school graduates
:i'd nessary after some un- - dent this summer, that the
furprosecute
year's class of 1970 was not this June was evidenced and
to
this
Jnate experiences
involving lege has no authority
predicted
are
decreases
enterther
notch" as the
".washed minority of the campus traffic violators. As far quite as "top
through 1968. This decline, Mr.
year.
;;e Population. "We can no as civil authority is concerned, ing freshmen of last
gave June graduThese rumors have been con- Scudder said,
Permit students to enter Deputy Sheriff Cass has it. Two
in the rush
chance
a
better
ates
Mr.
by
More-lan- d
firmed, in part at least,
in September
without any of his assistants, officers Knox
acceptance, and, of
college
for
Admisof
Dean
Scudder,
Tracy
and Harris, are also
Ration of their rooms' up-- ?
the number who
Deputies. Even sions, who stated: "I'm not as course, lessened
Sheriffs
County
umil December,"
claims
college in the
attending
be
would
year's
this
.""ertsFraternity lounges are if the case were handled by a fully satisfied with
only
received
Kenyon
Thus,
fall.
" exempt from inspection.
town court, says Bailiff Cass, the class as I was with last year's."
acand
applications
553
formal
howadded,
fine and inconvenience involved Mr. Scudder quickly
T.v
completof
hopes
"urs will
be made afternoons would be greater than at Kenever, that last year's class was cepted 382 in
the ing a freshman class of about 235.
purity Officer Cass and the yon. And, he notes, other colleges strictly "top notch"
"By May 15 we had 265 coming,"
history.
...10ns house
Kenyon's
manager or are much more strict with stu- "strongest" in
relates, "but then
Cent if
possible. Under al- - dent traffic offenders than is
Cited as the primary reason for Mr. Scudder
n
in five years
time
first
the
for
condition, assures Cass, Kenyon. All of which suggests this decline in student quality
some other
and
Yale,
Harvard,
birthU.S.
of
enter
the
get.';thj
a room without that Kenyon fine payers are
was the decline
into their
dipped
schools
baby eastern
student to
rate following the post-wwatch him ob- - ting a real bargain.
experienced
we
and
lists,
waiting
in
drop
boom. Consequently, a
nunued on page 6
Continued on page 6
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35 cancellations."
more than
twice the number after this date
in past years. Then Kenyon went
to its waiting list, and when the
smoke had cleared we had an entering class of 239.
From the statistics available,
and in view of the increased
competition among colleges for
qualified applicants, the appearance of the class of 1970 is not
grim at all.
As last year, public schools proOf the enrollment and
vided 70
private schools 30. Geographic
distribution roughly paralleled
last year's with the middle
atlantic states contributing the
Continued on page 6
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"It is nobler to understand one's humanity than to be
Bruce Haywood
a competent practitioner."

Slate Will Head
Art Associaton

Hotel Curtis
on the Square

Joseph F. Slate, chairman of the art department was elected this
The
Art Association.
past summer president of the
unanimous vote of the eight member colleges was given at the organization's annual meeting at Wittenberg University, Springfield.
Mid-Oh-

Professor Slate, painter, lec- turer, author, and teacher will
attempt to increase cooperation
between the art departments of
Kenyon, Capital, Columbus College of Art and Design, Denison,
Otterbein, Ohio Wesleyan, Wittenberg and College of St. Mary
of the Spring. He explains, "Such
is designed to provide students of member colleges with some of the advantages of larger institutions, which
because of their size have greater staff and financial resources.'"
Slate goes on to explain, "It is
co-operat-

ion

important for. small
colleges to work together, for in
extremely

f
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Pizza Villa
Pizza and Hot Subs
Open 2 Sun. 7 hours
7-1-

is

7-- 1
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i
this way only can we possibly
compete with the larger schools."
Mr. Slate
The eight member colleges also
"work out projects and programs fer graduate scholarships for
for their own benefit and actively superior students desiring to purseek to gain foundation sup- sue the study of art history."
port."
Through the efforts of the Mid-Ohby
written
invocation
to
the
is
print
proud
Collegian
The
In the short period the Mid-Oh- io
a course in
Conference,
Association has been in exChaplain Donald Rogan for the formal opening of the 143rd
Medieval Art History, taught by
istence, significant financial aid
academic year.
Foundation
a visiting Kress
has come from the Kress FoundaScholar, will be offered during
0 God, powerful and loving, look upon this college as once tion. Kress has given Kenyon the fall semester at Ohio Wesalone approximately $1000 duragain it comes into being. Keep us aware of our best, wise to ing
leyan University. Another Kress
each of the past several years
Lengyal,
ourselves, and patient with each other. Make of this place some to be used for increasing the art Scholar, Dr. Alphonso Rennais-sance
will conduct a course in
kind of home for us, not to be satisfied with or defensive about, book and slide collections, and
at Kenyon
History
here
Art
for encouraging the teaching of
but to leave someday, grown and free. Let us form in our as- history. This encouragement, says during the spring semester.
"By working together," exsociations here something we can hope to imitate and live with Prof. Slate, "comes in the form
Prof. Slate, "we can best
plains
proFellowships,
which
Kress
of
growth
and sharpness and
in the years to come. Let us find
attract the attention of organivide stipends for summer graduwhat wisdom we can bear, and make us remember that we are ate work for faculty members. zations, such as Kress, willing to
supposed to be of some use to each other. In the name of We also hope to appropiate give us money. Why do we want
Continued on page 6
enough money from Kress to of- -
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Invocation

The Village

Inn

Welcomes all Students
and Dates

io

Tony's Sandwich
Mt. Vernon

Open

Pizza

and Convocation

As plans for the expansion of Kenyon gain definition, we
are reminded of Dean Haywood's remarks at the opening Convocation. He spoke of Kenyon as it once was "a frontier
college," "a cloistered place where men might for a time withdraw to consider the ultimate questions." He noted that early
colleges like Kenyon took great care not to yield to "the harsh
conditions of life on the frontier."
Today, the forests which once surrounded Kenyon and
which maintained the spirit of the collegium are gone. And in
their place has come the necessity, if not the aspiration, for
hugeness. In a society of
integration and expansion, the College has found itself financially outmoded. In
the face of McLuhan's "global village," it can be no longer a
group of men who have temporarily isolated themselves from
the world in order to find their place in it.
The most recent evidence of this basic change in Kenyon
is the transformation of the college bookshop from a rambling,
intimate center of literacy and learning into a giant mart,
where 36 feet of shelf space are devoted to a display of 407
"study guides" items which were once bought only by those
willing to risk the cold glares of the Conroy sisters. We are
distressed to see the dignified and talkative ladies who once
aided browsers converted to mute and miserable checkout
clerks. But we are even more distressed by the growing bureaucracy and impersonality of life in Gambier.
Today, Kenyon is once again a frontier college. And the
harsh conditions it must survive are those of commercialism
and expediency.
We applaud recent attempts to improve the sense of coever-increasi-

ng

Fish er on Film

"Shane"

is a

western, not

simp-

elaborate
from the
contenders to corralled horses
stampeded by the scuffle. And
there is the baiting of Shane, and
Jack Palance smiling as he
draws on a glove before gratuitously gunning down a settler,
and the character of Shane himself. I mean how he arrives out
of nowhere at the right time,
lingers to perform an act of
love, and departs with a few too
many words, unless we remember that this episode is addressed
to a boy who grows up and sits
in the audience.
cross-cutti-

ng

Joey, the boy (Brandon de
Wilde), watches a figure on
horseback a stranger, certainly
ride deliberately up to the
farm. There is something differmmunitythe availability of Campus Senate members for dis- ent about this stranger; he's not
cussion on Wednesday nights in the Coffee Shop, the informal like the others or Dad. We know
it too, and not simply because it
paperback exchange in the library.
is Alan Ladd. Maybe because he's
We hope that Kenyon can find a new identity and a new dressed in buckskin, covered with
existence in the age of the multiversity. We hope that expan- dust, tired from travelling. Maybe it's the way he wears his guns
sion will not save Kenyon by distroying it.
and the quiet way he accepts

hc-

Alcove
Mt. Vernon

Shane Will Ride Again
In Rosse This Weekend
ly a cowboy movie (though it is
that too), because it evokes the
life of the homesteaders
their
work, their land, their animals,
fun, hopes and disappointments.
Most people concede the film to
be "one of the great westerns."
Asked why, they reply, "It has
a couple of the greatest fights
I've ever seen." There is the one
which derives its power from

24

Dine at Dorothy's

Christ, the man for others. Amen.

. . .

Shop

things. We know more. No, he is
not the embodiment of good come
to do battle with allegory. He is
a kind of western hero which is
almost exclusively the creation of
the movies (an American myth),
the good bad guy, who has done
evil and seen worse and accepts
the inevitability of violence
though he deplores it.
He is
familiar, and we love him.
The outer story of "Shane" is
familiar. Homesteaders bound
together under the informal
leadership of Joey's father, Start
(Van Heflin), are oppressed by
the local cattle baron, Riker, who
feels he is being cheated out of
his land. Riker grows impatient
when destroying property fails to
drive off the settlers. He hires
a gunslinger (Jack Pallance). We
know that Shane, whom Start
employs as a hired man, is the
gunslinger's match, when he
takes on half a dozen of Riker's
men in a fist fight in a close bar.
The inner story shows how
Shane comes to the settlers of
this little community, which is in
effect a description, through incident, of a way of life. When
Start (who is an authenic western
hero) offers Shane a job, the inducements
are
few:
three
squares,, a roof overhead, friendship, a lot of hard work, and the
promise of the land, which was
a dream becoming. A dream that
Shane might share this is his
private drama.
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'66 Lords Show More Than Hope
Most spectators at last Saturday's Defiance game left McBrids
field with an unduly pessimistic
idea of the potential and probable
season record of the Lord's 196S
football squad. Although the potential in the raw ability of last
year's players
was probably
greater than the ability of the
1966 players is, the potential for
victory is several times greater
than last year's single win.
Coach Johnson reports that this
year's team has an increased
vitality and a better attitude towards winning. "We have the
best team spirit and feeling of
togetherness that I have seen in
my 3 years here," states Johnson,
adding that, "What we need most
is experience and speed."
Kenyon's
is much
defense
tighter than it was last year, as
shown by the Defiance game in
which it was truly responsible
for only one Defiance TD. The
Lord's defensive backfield is particularly tough. Defensive signals
are called by
Gary
"Pinky" Pendergraph, the Lords'
brutal center linebacker, who is
known and feared throughout the
conference. Sophomore Jeff Kelly
was extremely effective against
Defiance as left defensive halfback, and Art Hensley, Bob
Falkenstine and Wes Poth all
play their defensive backfield
positions well. Since Kenyon had
more points scored against it
than any other team in the conference last year (as opposed to
placing third in scoring), particular attention was given to the
formation of a strong defensive
line for this year's team. Bill
Dunning,
John
Dog"
"Bull
,

5
f

1

Co-Capt-

)'
r- :
-

,-.- -1

w

Defiance

w

-

ain

Dumps Jones & Co.

After
flankers, split quarter with the score
Lords with their
Gary Pendergraph reand
quarterbacks were not enough for Defiance's
covered a Defiance fumble on the
stional
24, Jones completed a 9
Kenyon
Kenyon's
apart
Yellow jackets'
backfield tore
to Jim Rattray and a
pass
yard
In con
for 279 yards rushing, swamping the Lords
24 yard toss to Lee Van Voris
s' the Lords broke an
Kenyon record in rushing with
at the Defiance 43. On third down
aids net. The only bright spot in the day was the booming
and 16, Jones hit Rattray at the
":rS of sophomore end Dale Profusek, who averaged over 43
Defiance 30 for a first down.
;i per kick, twice booting the ball 55 yards. The
ten yard pass to Rattray
Another
of Jeff Jones, top passer in the conference, and transfer stu- an illegal procedure penalty
and
'" Paul
Burkhart was disappointing, to say the least.
against the visitors put the ball
CLOSELY contested first
THE SECOND HALF was on the 15, but Jones lost 8 yards
- the Yellowjackets
managed dominated by Defiance, as they trying to pass on second down
score against an aggres- - turned
four interceptions into after an incomplete pass to ProKenyon defense.
After a 42 touchdowns. Early in the third fusek. Burkhart missed on a third
Profusek punt to the De- - quarter Jones completed a pass
down pass to Williams and the
the visitors ran the ball to Defiance's Pawlitsch who re- fourth down saw Jones smoth'm way for
line
a touchdown in turned- it to the
ered on the 28, ending whatever
Plays at
Smart
Yellowjackets'
the
7:12 in the second where
scoring chances the Lords had
The big play of the drive took it over on first down. At the
against Defiance.
yard run by Ben Davis, end of the third quarter Burkhart
THE OVERWHELMING DEw,
c? the ball to the Lords' 3. lost a pass at the visitors
FEAT dampened the spirits of
P'ays later, Gary Scherger where Kulwicki
brought it back the true potential of the 1966
over from the 2. Kenyon's to the Lords' 9. Three plays later
Four of
Kenyon football tema.
toeat in the first half was Smart hit Seymour with a four
the rewere
the five touchdowns
first quarter
when Jeff yard touchdown pass.
sponsibility of Kenyon's offense,
W Chuck Williams on a
Early in the fourth quarter, a which had an exceptionally bad
:d Pass play to the Defiance Jones pass was intercepted and day, while the defense can be
Williams failed to gain Smart again hit Seymour with a blamed for only one of Defiance's
''Jones was
hit for a seven scoring pass of 30 yards. With scores. With more concentration
0--

Kenyon's
roll-o-

Greller,

Gene "Buddha"
Jeff Enck
help form a line which will not
be easy opposition for any team
in the conference. Peterson and
some others on defense lack experience at their positions, but by
the fourth game of the season
they should be very hard indeed
to push aside. Others, such as
Dunning, are handicapped by the
fact that they must play on the
offensive team as well as the defensive team until the Lords are
able to develop more depth in the
line.
Coach
Johnson
states,
"There is quite a bit of difference
between our best players and our
second-be- st
players."
This lack of deplh is seen
quickly when one begins to consider the Lords' offense. Even a
superfisial glance at the offensive
line shows weakness in the
guards' positions. Ulrey and
have good spirit and try
hard, but the fact remains that
Ulrey weighs about 170, and
does not weigh much
more. These guards will face
conference
defensive
linemen
who average about 220 lbs., and
who will therefore have a considerable advantage. Dunning and
Bob "Troll" Koe should be quite
effective at the tackles. Gary
Pendergraph will be playing center until someone comes along
who can displace him and thus
give him a badly needed rest in
between his duties as a linebacker.
Kenyon's backfield is in the
265 lb.
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There is every indication that
this will be a very successful season for the Lords several times
more successful than last year
if the Lords fight for what they
deserve.

16,

-

co-ordina-

Co-Capt-

35-- 0.

all-ti-

same formation as last year's
the double slot. The double slot
is used by very few teams, so it
has the advantage of being a
"trick" offense to teams that
have not played against it before,
as well as the advantage to Kenyon of being designed for quick
plays such as screen passes. Quick
plays are necessary for Kenyon
on account of the weakness of its
offensive line, particularly at the
guard's positions. Offensive ends
Dale "Beast" Profusek and Jim
Rattray each were double teamed
by Defiance last Saturday, since
they both have excellent hands
and are good runners. The Lords'
running backs, such as Buck Williams and Sandy Neiman are
fairly good, but neither they nor
the quarterback will have much
chance to perform at all unless
the offensive line is able to hold
the opposition for two or three
seconds. Whether the starting
quarterback ends up to be Jeff
"Flea" Jones or Paul Burkhart,
he will have a hard job ahead of
him, which will include lots of
scrambling and passing.
The key to the success of this
year's team rests with the offense, as last year's defensive
problem has been solved. As
shown by the Defiance game, the
plays did not take place quickly
enough to be effective. The back-fiel- d
must become faster, smoother and better
while
the line must be made tougher,
particularly the guards. Despite
the fact that teams such as Defiance have by this time been
able to form a special defense to
meet our offense, Kenyon's offensive threat should soon be just
as strong as last year's.
Between last season and this
j
one, Kenyon lost 7 top players
and gained only three or four.
Unable to play this year due to
graduation or other reasons are:
Jack Train, John Rutter, who was
signed by the Houston Oilers;
Charles Mills; P. G. Thomas; Bill
Lockey;
Bill Brown;
and Pat Reid. Some new players
who have been particularly valuable to the team so far this year
have been Jeff Enck, a 265 lb.
Junior who transfered to Kenyon
from a Junior College, Paul
Burkhart, who transferred to
Kenyon from Princton a year ago,
and Gene Peterson, a freshman.
Freshmen Baley, Brightman and
Lovet all look very promising

ot
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1: 14 to go in the game, Williams on the offense, Kenyon can and
on a five yard run after will win several of their games
scored
ending the
then kept the the third interception of a Jones this year.
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College Maps Broad Plans
d

Kenyon officials are planning another
Today, tradition-minde- d
radical expanionist move, and will succeed in topping Peirce's decision, not with more indoor plumbing, but with new buildings for
women to wrap around the fixtures. The drive for the much-toute- d
skirt school has been gathering steam, and will roll into
high gear soon, possibly within 18 months.
Keystone of the downtown
The Skirt SchOOl ,. traffic
of high-Mod- el
plan is
,
,
.
for New Kenyon inditHo in
tc0
cates a Gambier changed beyond
of college and Gambier
fluence
recognition.
Perkins & Will, officials. Current plans call for
architectural and planning firm Route 36 to run a block west of
retained by the college to design middle path, around the back of
the new kingdom, revealed their the Fine Arts Center, and finally
second stage designs in a showing connect with 229. Route 229,
to the college May 28. Emphasizmain artery connecting Gambier
ing the state of flux in planning with the rest of the world, will
at this time, they showed their be
diverted far around the south
plans in a series of slides, and side of town, along the scenic
with a giant Monopoly set now Kokosing, behind the maintenexhibited in the library.
ance complex, and on to CoshocFirst problem they faced was ton. Dean Haywood indicated
location of the college itself. Us- that recent discussions with state
college pro- highway officials give rise to oping currently-owne- d
perty and walking distances as a timism.
criterion, (see map) Perkins &
The existing section of 229
Will located the major constructhrough the center of town will
tion dorms, social center, and be dropped in level, and a pedesgymnasium
opposite the fresh- trian footbridge constructed over
man complex across middle path. it along middle path, making the
Women's buildings would stretch path continuous. Only local traffrom Farr Hall to the Bexley fic would be routed along the
building, and would run a block street, and downtown Gambier
back from middle path.
would be relieved of the burden
In addition, an extensive Fine of through traffic.
Arts Center is to be located on
Further construction plans call
the bluff overlooking Route 229 for a new biology building to be
on the west side of town. A mall connected with the Mather buildwill run from the art complex to ings forming what the president
the commercial center of town, has termed a "science complex."
which itself be turned into a mall The building will be built behind
for pedestrians. Traffic will be Old Mather, and will include a
diverted from its current location mall and a connecting footbridge
parallel to middle path, and will on two levels. Traffic to Hanna,
Manning and Old Kenyon along
run a block on either side.
600

re-routi-

.

ng

.

P

'

'

,

-

patients.

WOMEN'S DORMS will house
around 600 women. They will be
constructed in units for 16 girls
per floor, three floors. There will
be twelve such units. The accompanying reproduction shows a
cutaway of one sub unit for four
women. Decision is still forthcoming on whether the units will
be singles, doubles, or a combination, but one unit of four
rooms around a bathroom will be
the basic plan. Four such units
will be grouped around a lounge,
and will form a section repre- -'
sented on the model by a rectangular piece. Walking distance from
the dorms to the "academic center of the college" (between Mather and Ascension) will be eight
to nine minutes.
DINING HALL AND RECREATION CENTER will be a palace.
Dining area on the first floor is

tauwrN5

v

eh-roo-

and a student
The second floor will ho
four advanced bio labs, fr
faculty offices and research roc-reseai-roo-

a lab

m.

Down in the pit, the bas
ment will contain an elect'.
microscope lab, an animal tt
search room, three animal root
and two cold rooms. Cunt
plans exclude the colorful gj
goyles decorating the front
Old Mather.
Landscaping around the
calls for a central pl
pictured here. A crossbridge sit
ilar to the one existing betwe
Old and New Mather will
nect Old Mather and the
building. Dean Haywood
new building will have e
elevator serving all levels of 'i
three buildings using the erewalks. The elevator will be
transporting delicate or hear?
experiments smoothly,
carrying them up stairs.
FINE ARTS CENTER, part
the second stage, will be a radii
improvement on the Rosse
The building will be din;,
ed into three wings serving eai
of the three arts.
The upx
level will be the primary jrr
sentation floor. It will feature:
theatre for the former hills:;
crew complete with backsi:;
sceneshops and prop storage, :
theatre for the Rosse Hall si
chapel basement squad, comp'.es
with seven practice rooms,
offices and studios, and a rehean-ahall for instrumental enables and choral groups, and ;
series of rooms for the art dr
--

thr;-buildi-

ngs

B

sta'-th-

e

-.

u?-fo-

ra'fc-tha-

r

n

::

bss-men-

t.

l

ng

glass-:leani-

audi:-visu-

Mfa

V

'

"

stor-roo-

BUILDING
will
BIOLOGY
complete the science center. Original plans called for parts of the
building to be cantilevered out
over the gulch behind the existing Mather halls. However, the
process has been determined too
difficult, according to Public Relations Director Peter Edwards,
and other plans are being laid. In
any case, the third building will
probably be erected behind the
Mather halls, and not between
Did Mather and Har.'i
Plans call for the lower level
of the "building to contain a
greenhouse, a student shop, isotope lab, student research lab,
250 seat lecture room (with projector), growth chamber,
room, acid storage and
preparation rooms. First floor partment including a gallery, ;
facilities will include two intro- - library material center, an
lecture room, two ck
rooms, one language lab, and;
drawing studio. The lower levi
'
will house a print shop, two
offices, a sculpture studio, ;
room for studio, rehearsal, c
LP
dance, men and women's dress
rooms,
a shop room, four office
fa T" and a light
and sound room.
GYMNASIUM
plans have r::
s .
been formulated at this time, t
is part of the third stage whr
is considered too far off and
to receive extensive comment. The building is tentative:;
located between the dormitorie-anBexley Hall.

,

1

m.

a

darkroom, and
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ii-defin-
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New Buildings

Wt:
to

am

distant future after that.

durtnrv bin
- labs, thrpp fa.u.
uuytl
search rooms, three faculty $
hces, a library, a seminar

m,

newly-electe-

to be divided into four square
wings around a square central
well connecting the first and
second floor. Three of the wings
will contain dining tables, the
fourth a cafeteria line and kitchen beyond. The second floor will
contain rooms planned for library
reading, sitting, box lounge (TV),
snack bar, music, game room, and
a meeting room.
According to plans, women will
dine in two shifts, so the dining
area will accomodate 300 women
at one time.
INFIRMARY plans are fluid at
this time. Plans announced in
February located the infirmary
near where it now is, but the
more recent May showing located
the infirmary north of Gund Hall
(see model photo). Infirmary
rcoms,
plans call for six four-be- d
three examination rooms, an
emergency room, a doctor's office,
and a study area for recovering

the existing road behind Mather
will be blocked.
Actual construction will proceed in three stages, according to
Stage
Dean Bruce Haywood.
One includes: half of the dormitories for women (300 beds), dining hall and recreation center, the
biology building, an infirmary,
and general landscaping including the Perkins & Will pond,
highlighting the feminine aspect
of the dorms, and the Fine Arts
Center. Stage Two: the second
half of the dorms, and the Fine
Arts Center. Stage Three: Gymnasium, swimming pool, and the
remodeling.
central Gambier
Dean Haywood stated that, with
a certain amount of flexibility,
the first stage will be completed
in fall 1969, second in fall of 1970
or '71, and the third stage in the

Probably the highlight of Kenyon's last expansionist era
President William F. Peirce's radical deciswas
ion to install indoor plumbing in college buildings for a student
body ballooning past 100.
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Union

College officials are marki:
time currently, at least until th;
Trustees meeting in October. A'
that time, reports on several surveys and analyses being conduced now will be delivered, ar:
more definite plans laid.
Most important item current
hanging fire is the colleges inquest for federal funds pendic:
before the State Board of
gents.
Professor Carl Brehm s
the Economics Dept. spent tt

lll

l)i:

.

L'll lllliill.l

rji

-j-

viMt lilliftl' 'zh,t& ill SMm, I

HUH

State of the
i-l-

summer preparing application
for requests for grants undt'

...

Title I and Title III. CurreiA
submitted is an application f;:
funds going to the biology buying.
,
: ADMINISTRATION
licit
A point system is used by
RILATID IOCIAL
1
regents to determine acceptai
of applications, according to
LKIIIi
PHYSICAL
The system uses tT
IMIM.l
J
J
criteria, percent increase enrot
ment the college proposes,
GROUND ZERO
use of existing facilities.
Haywood stated that existing
Plans for the new women's college in Gambier center on the
of construction plans is emphasized by differences
between Ihis of space in Ascension Hall is
academic center of the community between Mather and Ascension.
map and Ihe model photo reproduced elsewhere in Ihis
issue. The low that we get the lowest po'
Concentric dolled circles represent minules of walking lime from
model photo is more recent, and deviations on it are to be regarded
ible rating from the board of r'
Ihe cenler lo poinls on campus. Line schematics defined by Ihe
as correct in preference lo the plan above.
legend divide up Ihe campus into ils component funclions. Fluidity
gents." He hastened to add,
that one major reason ':
CAM
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with the new
science, plans are
'forward for renovation of
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turned into a classroom
.V.e building when the new

,

Center is completed,
plans have been laid
.'e former cathedral of Ohio
vrnnasium, Rosse Hall. Dean
stated he felt sure the
last aca-- e has opened its
'."'rls

ncrete

--

-- 1

'

1
.

--

Rosse.

vear in

.

.

Future

as-- of

that type are slated
field house. In addition,
the opinion
T;od expressed
assemblies, for ex-- ':
0ther
the deans' gripe session,
held in the theatre of the
be

Center.
of admissions, Deal
- - lrr
fci ii
t imlrf .ril'i
r tr.l
od reported next year the
MONOPOLY
SET
sport
800
students,
:;e will
Kenyon officials have been juggling buildings around Middle Paih
May 28 lo ihe college family in Rosse Hall, and is now on display
allege male population will
in designing the new college campus. The model above was shown
in Ihe library.
: rise above that figure, at

:Arts

nr '

terms

I

.

I

-r-

now existent for

plans

in

fare.

determining policy
operation and will
trustees this Celeban "available money

surveys

:

in
the

.

;r.to

es

is

survey

friends"

:.i

under-b- y

Marts and Lundy

the

New York. George
the firm has been on

;r.y of

z of
:-

the summer col- -;
from
and then travel-:i"3un- d

during

-j

information
the

differ-isartmen-

ts,

country talking

to people who
willing to donate to the

Kenyon

.:

be

of
"an. Recommendation
hi will determine whether
imd drive
will commence
lately or be laid off for
:. as a year.

'2

Edwards

a that money
;:ed,

-

underscored

is now being
and in excess of $50,000

These funds are
planning and surprises. Marts and Lundy
; sot been
retained as yet to
the campaign itself,
f college
is also conducting
sen given.

sy

for

:--

:t

--

is

:

called a

"feasibility

sur-ad- er

the auspices of Hans

ay

of

Wooster. The

col- -

wording to Edwards, has
on a deficit for years,
fflney has been called in to
if

doubling the number

Local Gentry
Attitude of the Gambier
residents, a concern

non-collegi-

ate

to

college officials, was summed up

by Mayor Richard A. Baer as
will double the de-Iineconomics expert will "slightly wary" but not fully
formed enough to reach a real
each phase of the college's

:-ients

he

;"
-o-

The survey, Dean Haywood stated, will "make the budget a tool
to work with rather than an accounting of expenditures."
If all goes well, Dean Haywood
reported, a request for federal
money for the Fine Arts center
will be forthcoming. Currently,
money is available only for academic classroom area and not
residential or social construction.
The latter is handled through the
Housing and Urban Development
Agency (HUD), which has not
accepted any applications since
January. The reason is congressional failure to appropriate HUD
funds, but Kenyon officials are
confident that the necessary appropriation will be made before
the session ends, probably in
October. When HUD does get the
funds, the Kenyon applications
will be ready for final consideration.
In any case, time for the skirt
school opening is drawing closer,
and administration officials are
optimistic that the schedule calling for a fall 1969 opening will
be met.

tuition, opinion pro or con.
Mayor Baer stated that too
much of the women's college inaround
formation circulating
Gambier is third hand and unrefeel confident will
liable, and the May 28 showing
ir
did little to correct the situation.
thinking on expansion.

ns,

enrollment,

needed, for the next
esrs. The
result will be a
expenditures and total in
jure which administration
acuity

;i

con--e-

--

Current Construction:

Buildings Farr From Finished
by David Hosier
Despite certain shortages in beds and desks, Kenyon opened
its academic year with a battery of new buildings.
Areas on campus that were under construction sites last year
include the new upperclass dorms Bushnell and Manning, the com
mercial-palatial
Farr Hall, a new heating and maintenance plant,
and an area for future faculty housing.
Most spectacular are the upper time are desks for 15 rooms and
i:lass dorms designed by architect the balance of the carpeting.
Apple Al Kohrman, popular
Vincent Kling of Philadelphia.
president of the senior class, comThe dorms opened for early
on Tuesday of orientamented briefly on his reactions to
He listed the main
tion week minus desks and his room.
wastebaskets. Plumbing miscues benefit of the living quarters as
were corrected quickly and the silence. Also high on his list is
desks, which had been misdirect- the privacy which permits resied to a railroad siding in Akron dents to live much as they please.
were delivered in time for the Al did criticize the lack of certain
return of the main body of stu- items from the room at his arrival, but stated the room will be
dents.
Virtually complete at this time fine quarters when delivery is
is Farr Hall which still lacks rugs made. He mentioned the restrichousing and
and desk in certain rooms. Beds tion of
recently,
and increase in costs as serious drawwere delivered
maintenance chief Harry Roberts backs.
Student concern over the
reported they should be installed
by Collegian press time. Also due "washateria" to be located in the
for installation about the same basement of Farr was passed off
as worry over rumor, Harry
For most people, the development Roberts stated. Rumor had it that
is difficult to visualize, and a full there were no plumbing fixtures
comprehension
of the changes in the room, and Roberts emphatwill come only after construction ically denied that this is the case.
has been begun. Most people, Mr.
31 washers and eight or ten
Baer stated, feel that the expansdryers are on the way at this
ion- is a big dream, and it will time, and will go into making a
take a while until they see the "first-claReason
washateria."
construction to realize the extent for the delay, according to
of the changes.
Roberts, is administrative decisHe drew & parallel to Farr ion to install a first rate operaHall, which many of the local tion rather than put in equipresidents thought would destroy ment that would be second best.
the "small town" atmosphere of He cited Oct. 1 as the probable
Gambier until they actually saw opening date, but emphasized
it finished. Opinion is now heavithe uncertainty surrounding all
ly in favor of Farr.
such projected dates.
The only problem Mr. Baer
One boiler is currently in opsituacould forsee is a parking
in the new heating plant,
eration
tion. He expressed concern that
such as pumps are
equipment
and
sufnew facilities would not be
on the way for the
and
ordered
ficient to handle increase in trafbalance of the operation. Roberts
fic brought by new students. One
attributed the delay to the fact
ofcollege
among
major concern
ficials which Mr. Baer expressed
Lemasters
no worry over was removal of
existing residences to make way
Fine Clothes For Men
for new building. He stated
people who have sold are not
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
hurt by the sale, and as a general
rule are eager to make the deal.
re-turun- ees

off-camp-

us

ss

Gelsanliter's
Office Equipment
Typewriters
LIVING UNIT

..-l-

--

pre-fa- b
equipment cannot be
used in the plant, but equipment
must be tailor-mad- e.
He reported the tentative date for full
heating operations is Oct. 1.
Operation of the water treatment plant will come somewhat
later, probably around the middle
of October, at which time the
building will be completed.-Maintenancoffices are slated for
moving during the first week of
the month.
Plans for the old heating plant
are still up in the air. Destruction of Kenyon's beloved smokestack is not scheduled until spring
at the earliest. The old building
itself will be used temporarily
for storage of items now kept in
three or four places on campus.
Maintenance recommendations to
the trustees call for retaining the
building for storage purposes.
Sharing the boiler operation
will be a car and truck washing
area and garage for parking.
Furniture refinishing facilities are
to be located on the ground floor
of the existing office building.
A new faculty housing area beyond the Delt lodge north of
town is being completed at this
time. Dean Bruce Haywood, reported that three or four faculty
members have indicated interest
in utilizing the facilities to build
homes.
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Draft Test No Joke
Continued from page

Thomas J. Edwards, Dean of
Students, commented at considerable length on the mixup at this
end of the line. Instructional releases from SRA never specifically defined the meaning of the
grade of 70, he reports. In fact,
practically nothing was said
about scoring of the tests, except that scores would be turned
over to local boards.
Confusion apparently resulted
from several statements made by
Dean Edwards to the effect that
the "magic number" for cutoff
was "a score of 70." However,
Dean Edwards underlines that he
at no time stated a score of 70
equals 70 questions answered correctly. Further, he stated that he
was unable to clarify scoring beyond his simple statement of cutoff because he had no information from SRA explaining their
scoring system.

a-

-

!

understanding resulted from

a

Gund Hall conference for fesh-me- n
before the test conducted by
John D. Kushan, Registrar. At
that time, Kushan stated scoring
would be on a question-rigbasis, 70 questions passing. Commenting on this discussion, Kushan reported he was acting on erroneous information he had read
before the meeting.
One major concern is the combined effect of the scoring misconception and the humorous attitude of the test takers resulting
from instructions and sample
questions caused students to take
the test less ' seriously than they
should have and let up in their
Dean Edwards refuted
efforts.
this belief, stating "once everybody had begun the exam, they
all did as well as they possibly
could." He cited students' serious
ht

v,iij

sup-

port.
Despite generally disappointing
scores, Dean Edwards forsees no
danger to Kenyon students from
the draft. "We have not had anyone drafted," he said, "and we
have had good response to letters
from my office to local boards."
Pop, Snacks

Hayes Grocery
Farr Bldg.

Curtis Hotel Barber Shop
Hank

io
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Charlie

South Gay St.
Mt. Vernon

lenient-minde-

person")

d

ffct

It may come as a shock
some students that a regular
change of linen is required by
the College. Among other room,
cleanliness regulations (as
forth in the oft-reStuden'
ad

Handbook) regular removal
dirt from rooms and lounges- m
pets in any College building; m
removal or addition of furniture
without explicit permission froic
Mr. Roberts; no
equipment in rooms; no scotch
tape or putty dough on the walk
:

of

-

weight-lifti-

Though rooms

(and

.

is no

room-to-roo-

m

William's Flower Shop
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855 Coshocton Ave.
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Mt. Vernon, Ohio

there

sweepers . .
book curtly.

of . . . vacuum
." states the Hand,

Director Roberts insists tha;
the purpose of the observatio:
tour is not "To pry and snoop.'
The tour will be "as open ad
above board as is humanly
po-

.," according to
Cass, who admits "we're
our way."
ssible

.

.

oo

Officer
feelfc;

r .Kir'
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Fancy

Fruits and

FOR

Inspirational
GIVING

DAG

!

MAMMAE

Markings
by Dag Hammarskjdld
remarkable record of
the inner life of a universally known and admired
man a record that shows
the extent of his commitment to the Way of the
Cross.
A

Marking

Foreword by W. H. Auden.
17th printing Sold 256,000
Regular edition $4.95
De luxe, illustrated $7.50

The

Prophet
by Kahlil Gibran
Millions have found comfort in this timeless wisdom, expressing the deep-

est impulses of man's
heart and mind. 76th

printing. Sold over two
million copies.
Regular edition $3.95
De luxe, illustrated $7.50
Pocket size $3.95

F.D.I.C.

Complete Car service

.

issuance

ts

excellence.
display in the library, which he
Yes, indeed, last year's freshconcept"
an "exciting
called
were "just a little bit betmen
worthy of careful study.
ter" than this year's. And as Mr.
The Right Reverend Nelson M. Scudder affirms, "It will be much
Burroughs, Bishop of Ohio and more of a buyer's (student's)
chairman of the board of trustees, market for the next few years."
ended the convocation with the
benediction.
FRATERNITIES
Continued from page 1
to
individual members should the
JUSTICE
possess
fraternity
insufficient
Continued from page 1
funds to cover possible damages.
The court is but one of the
Barry further reminded the
many new ideas Chief Security Council that with only a few
Officer Cass put into practice liquor inspectors in the state,
after returning from a series of
Often suggested in place of inconferences this summer with corporation is liability insurance,
campus security officials at such which would afford protection
universities as Yale, Harvard and against a variety of mishaps.
Brown. From the information he Several fraternities
are now
accumulated, patrolman Cass has seeking an insurance company
enlarged his force (to six), torn which will offer such a policy.
out a wall in his office, and initiated (at the request of Plant
Barncord Shoe Repair
and Operations Director Harry
Roberts) a
"obser37 Public Square
vation tour." "It's progress all the
way along," summed up Room
Soling and Heeling
Observer Cass proudly.

n:

presumably
be kept

this includes rugs) are to
free of excess filth, ".

full-tim-

semi-finalis-

for

For the Best Laundered
..

be

drills.

.

lefephcmt

'

ther action (a conference
the offending student).
Also included in the new pro
gram are regularly scheduled
fire alarm tests and surprise

ROBIE McCAULEY
Continued from page 1
Review, with great admiration.
Extremely
"He's a top editor.
good. As a matter of fact," he
continued, "I never knew a better technical editor with such
critical knowledge and taste. I
feel more justified in leaving
the Review when I know it's in
such good hands."
SOME IN ASCENSION Hall
seemed more impressed than Mr.
McCauley with the financial rewards of editing for the playboy
with the King Midas touch. He
commented: "Working for a national publishing house naturally
pays better than a small one. But
at Kenyon, in the academic life,
there are fringe benefits which
can't be measured in money."
"Not at Playboy?" question the
wags of Ascension Hall.

Shirts it's Bair's

0

1

fessor of English.
attitude toward the draft as

page i

serve; a knock on the door
always proceed the entrance
the Sanitary Police. If a room
"substandard" in the Room
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Eight faculty promotions were announced over the
summer by Kenyon College President F. Edward Lund.
In each case, the promotion became effective Friday,
July 1.
Promoted to professor are Galbraith M. Crump,
English; Richard F. Hettlinger, religion, and Wendell D.
Lindstrom, mathematics.
New associate professors are E. Ramon Arango, political science; Robert M. Fesq, mathematics; Robert H.
Goodhand, French, and Joseph F. Slate, art.
Anthony G. Bing has been raised to assistant pro-
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